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Newsletters, Subscriptions: Add an option to notify when user subscribe/unsubscribe

Status

• Open

Subject

Newsletters, Subscriptions: Add an option to notify when user subscribe/unsubscribe

Version

1.9.x
23.x
25.x (future, currently trunk)

Category

• Usability
• Feature request

Feature

Newsletters
Group

Resolution status

Confirmed

Submitted by

Marc Laporte

Volunteered to solve

Adrien

Lastmod by

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

Rating

★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) 2

Description

In Tiki newsletters, it is possible to subscribe a group (excellent)
It is also possible for individuals to unsubscribe from a newsletter without leaving the group (excellent)

However, newsletter admins do not have access to this list. They should know who left the list and should be able to administer this "exception" list.

Solution

Add an option (checkbox) and a child option (input field visible only if the parent option is checked) at Admin Newsletter : tiki-admin_newsletters.php
"Send notification to admin when users subscribe to this newsletter"
=> "Send notification to this email instead of admin (you can add several separated by a comma)"
(verify valid email)

When only the parent option is checked a notification to the admin when a user subscribe to this newsletter.

When there is a valid email in the child option the admin is not notified and instead the list of email
is used.

The notification should contain information:

- Date, Time
- Newsletter Id, Newsletter title
- Username (if there is one)
- User email
- IP used (to crosscheck if legit ?)

Add an option (checkbox) and a child option (input field visible only if the parent option is checked) at Admin Newsletter : tiki-admin_newsletters.php

"Send notification to admin when users unsubscribe to this newsletter"

=> "Send notification to this email instead of admin (you can add several separated by a comma)"

(verify valid email)

When only the parent option is checked a notification to the admin when a user unsubscribe to this newsletter.

When there is a valid email in the child option the admin is not notified and instead the list of email is used.

The notification should contain information:

- Date, Time
- Newsletter Id, Newsletter title
- Username (if there is one)
- User email
- IP used (to crosscheck if legit ?)

Importance
5

Easy to solve?
6

Priority
30

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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As per Tiki23 admin (or Admins) doesn't store and/or display (or notify) about people unsubscribing to a newsletter (or to Tiki... possible extension?)
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